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Posted on 01 August 2018 By Virginia Woolf
A must read for the serious Woolf fan. Either I am a great writer
or a nincompoop has got to be the funniest use of the word
nincompoop ever 1996 reviewThe second of V Woolf s diaries
and a re read This is the farthest I have ever gotten in her
diaries and I am looking forward, finally, to reading the third
volume.V Woolf is a great writer and a great diarist and reading
her diary always sends me scampering back to my own.2019
note Still haven t gotten to volume three. I love the Diaries than
the Letters, they re intimate and direct about her experience,
largely of other people.The Letters are masqued through layers
of convention and expectation.Her Diaries are much wicked,
and that s high praise, indeed in thought and deed Amazing E
Book, The Diary Of Virginia Woolf, Volume II 1920 1924 Author
Virginia Woolf This Is Very Good And Becomes The Main
Topic To Read, The Readers Are Very Takjup And Always
Take Inspiration From The Contents Of The Book The Diary Of
Virginia Woolf, Volume II 1920 1924, Essay By Virginia Woolf
Is Now On Our Website And You Can Download It By Register
What Are You Waiting For Please Read And Make A Refission
For You There s no doubt in my mind that I have found out how
to begin at 40 to say something in my own voice that interests
me so that I feel I can go ahead without praise 26 July 1922
Finally I finished reading Volume II 1920 24, there are a few
points I would like to discuss in the meantime First, from her
entry on Thursday 16 February 1922 Such nonsense putting
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old Ribblesdale Horner on Boards Ly.R was an Astor refused
to let a penny of hers be invested Your friend Miss Shreiner
has gone to Bankok p 165 The reason is that when I sometime
read some old journals on Siam recorded by foreign visitors,
they wrote this misspelt word Bankok instead of Bangkok
possibly, they did from what they heard, phonetically, they
could hear our two syllable capital s name Bang kok as Ban
kok Therefore, the name Bankok has been taken for granted,
that is, presumably correct since 92 years ago like this one by
Virginia Woolf.Second, we can find and enjoy reading her
masterly, inspiring sentences for instance This is the last
evening, L is packing, I m not in the mood for writing, but feel
superstitiously that I should like to read something actually
written in Cornwall p 105 I repeated my phrase He s parched
with vanity He will be very successful said Eliot p 124 Writing is
an agony, we both agreed Yet we live by it We attach
ourselves to the breath of life by our pens p 135 etc.ENDNOTE
I came across this 5 volume book set in a second hand
bookstore in Brisbane on November 1, 2002 after my visit to Dr
Walpola, a lady doctor as appointed at a hospital at
Woolloomgabba a bit far away from the Lodge I was staying in
Indooroopilly I had to go there by bus from the Lodge to the
City, then to the hospital quite convenient but a bit costly since
the doctors in a BKK hospital wanted to make sure my health
was all right and thus able to proceed with my ongoing part
time PhD candidature at GSE UQ there.I bought the set with its
reasonable price and carried the set in a bag with me when I
met my supervisor, Dr Merrilyn Goos, as appointed as well in
the afternoon that day.I used to see this set many years ago
during my college years in an Asia Books store in BKK I didn t
have any interest or wanted to read her diary published as a
brand new set of Penguin paperbacks like that I recall I picked
a book or two from the set to read briefly and thought the set
was not necessary for me then I had never heard or read her
Just imagine, finally, fate destiny dictated me to find the set by
chance one late morning in Brisbane City, Queensland in
Australia as if it patiently kept waiting for me till I arrived at the
bookstore and at last found the set perch happily there for me.
Summers at Joan s Ice tea and the pool table on the screened
porch Old black and white movies on the upstairs tv We were
smitten by Virginia and her world Larchmont girls imagining
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ourselves walking the gardens, Vanessa and Virginia, brilliant,
creative and unique As if. . own
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